Abstract-Classification and searching play an important role in modern file systems and file clustering is an effective approach to do this. This paper presents a new labeling system by making use of the Extended File Attributes [1] of file system, and a simple file clustering algorithm based on this labeling system is also introduced. By regarding attributes and attribute-value pairs as labels of files, features of a file can be represented as binary vectors of labels. And some well-known binary vector dissimilarity measures can be performed on this binary vector space, so clustering based on these measures can be done also. This approach is evaluated with several real-life datasets, and results indicate that precise clustering of files is achieved at an acceptable cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cost of storage devices was decreased dramatically in recent years, and the highly extendable network storage services, such as cloud storage services are becoming more and more popular today. It's common to find a PC with TBs of local storage and also TBs of network storage attached. An individual can easily access a massive storage space which was only available in mainframe computers 10 years ago, and have millions of documents, pictures, audio and video files stored in it. This leads to an increasing requirement of classification and searching services in modern file system. Because traditional directory based hierarchical file system was not capable to organize more than millions of files efficiently. People will easily forget the actual path of a file which was saved months ago, unless the names of files and directories which included these files are carefully designed. So modern file systems provide classification and searching functions more or less, but they are usually very simple, only basic functions are built-in in these file systems, such as searching by file name, type and modification time, etc. For example, indexing and searching services in most modern operating systems, such as Windows and Linux, will index and search files by their file name, file type suffix and last modification time, some higher version of these operating systems will even index full text of all text based files. But for those digital media files, which usually occupied most space of a file system, they can do nothing more, because it is very hard to extract semantics from digital media data.
Some sophisticated indexing and searching systems were built to solve this problem, but they usually rely on extended database or specified file formats. For example, some popular digital audio player software include a media library function, which provide indexing and searching service on all digital audio files in file system, such as MP3, WMA and OGG files. This audio file indexing and searching service usually rely on information extracted from certain tags in head of specified audio file format. These tags enhance semantics of digital media files and make them easier to be indexed and searched. Chong-Jae Yoo and Ok-Ran Jeong proposed a categorizing method for searching multimedia files effectively while applying the most typical multimedia file called podcast file [2] . Jiayi Pan and Chimay J. Anumba presented a semantic-discovery method of construction project by adopting semantic web technologies, including extensible markup language (XML), ontology, and logic rules [3] . This is proved to be helpful to manage tremendous amount of documents in a construction project, and provide semantic based searching interface. All these system need specified file formats and external descriptive files to store and extract semantics. Some recent researches are trying to improve indexing and searching performance by implementing semantic-aware metadata in new types of file systems. Yu Hua and Hong Jiang proposed a semantic-aware metadata organization paradigm in next-generation file systems [4] , and performance evaluation shows that it has a promising future. But as next-generation file systems need years to be adopted by mainstream market, we still need a better solution that can be applied in currently running file systems.
This paper introduces an extended labeling system (XLABEL) of files, and it can be applied in any modern file systems which supported Extended File Attributes (XATTR) [1] . Classification and searching functions can be realized in this labeling system by clustering files with the labels in XATTR. XLABEL regards attributes and attribute-value pairs in XATTR as labels of files, so the presence of a certain label in the XATTR of a file is a binary variable, and the features of a file can be represented as a binary vector of labels. Some wellknown binary vector dissimilarity measures can be performed in this binary vector space, such as Jaccard, Dice, Correlation, etc., and clustering based on these measures can be done also. This approach is evaluated with some well-known real life datasets, and proven to be precise to cluster files, although the algorithm is somewhat time-intensive, and future optimization is required.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the labeling system in extended file attributes. Section 3 presents a simple approach to clustering file with the labeling system introduced in section 2 and section 4 shows the evaluation experiments did on the approach and the evaluation results is presented. Section 5 briefly concludes the work of the paper.
II. LABELING FILES WITH EXTENDED FILE ATTRIBUTES
Classification and searching of data need features extracted from data previously. For files in a file system, properties such as file name, format, length, and creating time are all features of files, and they are usually stored in metadata of files. In most file systems, the metadata of a file is called an "inode". It keeps all basic properties which the operation system and users have to maintain for a file. It's very useful for file system and operation system, but not enough for any meaningful classification and searching operation. Because it lacks of properties of file contents, and when a user wants to classify files or search for a file, it is usually content based. So we need additional content based features to classify and search for files. These features are highly variable, so it's impossible to store them in strictly structured "inode". Many sophisticated indexing systems rely on external database or special format of files to store these content based features.
Some modern file systems support a feature called Extended File Attributes (XATTR), which allows user defined properties associated with files. We can create a labeling system by using this feature. And all content based features extracted from files or given by user and user programs can be saved as labels in XATTR.
A. Extended File Attributes
Extended File Attributes is a file system feature that allows user to attach user defined metadata which not interpreted by the file system, whereas regular metadata or "inodes" of computer files have a strictly defined purpose, such as permissions and modification times, user defined attributes can not be added in it.
Extended File Attributes had been supported in some mainstream modern file systems of popular operation system. Such as ext3, ext4 and ReiserFS of Linux, HFS+ of Mac OS X and NTFS of Microsoft Windows. Extended File Attributes are usually constructed by records of attribute-value pair, each attribute name is a null-terminated string, and associated value can be data of variable length, but usually also a null-terminate string. For example, an extended attribute of the author of a file can be expressed as a pair ("author", "John Smith").
B. Labels in XATTR
Using keywords is an efficient way to indexing a large amount of files, and offers benefits on classification and searching in a large file system. In traditional file systems, there is no space for user defined keywords except file name [5] . But using file name to save keywords have a lot of limitation. First, it misappropriates the function of file name, which is supposed to be the title of a file. And second, most file systems limited the length of file name, which is usually no more than 256 bytes, it is not enough for a detailed keyword set. XATTR in most modern file systems offers more than 4KB storage spaces out of the file content. It's enough for a detailed keyword set which describe the file in various aspects. We created a new simple labeling system which is called "Extended Labels" (XLABEL) in XATTR to keep keywords defined by user or extracted automatically from file content. It makes use of the attribute-value pair structure of XATTR, and classified keywords into two types. One is category keywords, which can be classified into categories, such as keyword "John Smith" in a category "author". The category name will be an attribute name in XATTR, and keywords belongs to this category will be values associated with this attribute name. Another is standalone keywords which can not be classified into any category. It's just one word to describe the content of a file. For example, we can describe the movie "Roman Holiday" with an adjective "romantic". For all keywords of this kind, we associate them with a specified category. We call this kind of keywords "tags", and they will be values of an attribute named "tag". A computer file can have only one instance of each category, but with multiple "tags", and they will be all in the namespace of "xlabel". Each attribute-value pair in XLABEL system is called a "label". Table I shows the representation of category keywords and standalone keywords in the format of labels in XLABEL system.
C. Automatic File Labeling
Although labeling in metadata of files is helpful to enhance semantic of files, and provide benefit of accurate indexing and searching, how to get proper labels of a file in an easy way is still a key problem in a practical file labeling system. Because the users are usually very lazy, and won't take much time to add labels for a file manually. The system must have the ability to automatically extract features and semantics of a file, and create proper labels according to it.
There are several ways to automatically extract features and semantics from a file. First, most files that need to be indexed and searched in a file system are created for editing or viewing, so there must be certain software that will edit or view these files. This software may have the ability to automatically extract features and semantics from the file being edited or viewed. For example, a word processor is usually capable of extracting titles and keywords from the text file it is editing, and a picture viewer is usually capable of extracting EXIF information from a digital photo. These extracted features and semantics can be used as labels in XLABEL system. And then, booming social network systems in recent years provided a new aspect of automatic data semantic extraction. When content is posted on social networks, the interactivities about this content from social network users will provide abundant resources about the semantics of this file, and mostly are text based, which can be analyzed more easily and efficiently. These extracted semantics can also be used as labels in XLABEL system.
III. APPROACH OF CLUSTERING FILES
The labeling of files in XATTR provided the ability of classifying files by categories and searching files by labels or keywords. But in a file system with millions of files, the ability of clustering files automatically and list files which are related in content with the files that the user is currently accessing is necessary. This will help users to find a file from a long list of thousands files without remembering the exact file name and deeply tracing down the hierarchical directories and subdirectories.
Unlike the situation of most hierarchical clustering and K-means clustering algorithm [6] , clustering files in a file system is without the complete set of vectors and dimension of vectors known previously. Files are continuously created, modified and deleted while the file system is working. Clustering files in a file system is actually clustering feature vectors in a continual data stream [7] . So the number of clusters can hardly been determined before the clustering completed. But a threshold distance can be designated to limit the distance between the vectors in the same cluster, and thus indirectly affect the total number of clusters generated.
To insert a feature vector into an existing cluster, we expect that its distance with all other vectors in this cluster is less than the threshold diameter D th . But directly measure the distance between the new vector and all other existed vectors in the cluster will cause too much calculation. If the cluster size is n, the time complexity of inserting a new vector to a existed cluster is O(n), not to mention multiple cluster may be tried before the right cluster is found, or even no existed cluster is suitable for the vector, and a new cluster have to be created. The cost of inserting a new vector will be unacceptable if the cluster size and file system size are very large.
To reduce the time and space complexity of clustering operation, an alternative approximate approach was used. We can find a suitable centroid to represent a cluster, and a proper measure in vector space M. We will be able to determine whether a new vector can be inserted in a cluster by just measuring the distance between the new vector and the centroid of the cluster. The time complexity of this operation is O(1), so a very large file system can be handled efficiently. With this approach, we can not ensure the distances between every two vectors are less than D th , but by carefully choosing the distance measure of vectors, we can have a good enough approximate clustering result as the strict clustering method with D th , while the efficiency of the algorithm still maintained.
A. Labels of Files as Binary Vectors
Clustering files relies on features extracted from files, and the labels in Extended File Attributes can be very useful in file clustering. If we take every label as a feature of the file, we can describe and represent a file with a set of labels. And it will be a subset of the complete set of all labels. Let M be the complete set of all possible labels in XLABEL system, each file in the file system will have a subset of M in its Extended File Attributes. Let N A be the subset of M for file A, we can define the features of file A as a binary vector Z A as in (1) and (2):
B. Centroid of Cluster
The centroid X c of a finite set of k vectors x i (i {1,2,3,...k}) is defined as the mean of all the points in the set, as illustrated in (3):
It will minimize the squared Euclidean distances between itself and each point in the set. We can also use this definition in a binary vector space to define the centroid of a cluster. But the original definition of centroid will produce decimal fraction components in the centroid vector. So for calculation convenience of distance between the centroid and other vectors in the cluster, we use an approximate definition of centroid Z c as in (4), (5) and (6) . Let Z i be a vector of a cluster C with k vectors in n-dimension binary vector space  , And I j be the unit vector of each dimension:
The centroid must be in vector space  , and it have not to be an actual vector in XLABEL system, it can be a phony vector just for calculation and representing the cluster.
C. Measures of Similarity & Dissimilarity
Measures of similarity and dissimilarity of binary vectors have been studied for decades, and some measures were created based on binary vector space [8] . And comprehensive researches had also been done on the properties of these measures [9] . Here we briefly introduced some of the most popular measures on binary vector space. 
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Let  be the set of all N-dimension binary vectors, and give two vectors X  and Y  , let S ij (i, j∈ {0，1}) be the number of occurrences of matches with i in X and j in Y at the corresponding position. We can define four basic operations on vector space  as in (7) and (8):
Based on these operations, let the similarity of two feature vectors denoted by S(X,Y) and dissimilarity denoted by D(X,Y), some well-known measures [8] can be defined as in Table II . Considering that there will be new labels generated in XLABEL system at any time, and the newly generated labels will change the S 00 value and the dimension number N of all existing feature vectors. To avoid the similarity and dissimilarity of any two feature vectors been re-calculated every time a new label is generated, we must use a measure that is independent of S 00 and dimension number N.
Among these measures given in Table II , only Jaccard and Dice are independent of S 00 and dimension number N. Jaccard and Dice distance measures are very similar in form, in fact they are only different on the sum of cardinalities, where Jaccard use the union of two vectors, but Dice use the sum of two vectors. And unlike the Jaccard distance, Dice distance is not a proper metric in binary vector space [10] .
Both Jaccard and Dice distance is within a normalized range [0, 1] and with a relatively low computational complexity. In fact, Jaccard distance and Dice distance of the same two vectors can be transformed to each other with the following equation in (9). Let's denote Jaccard distance by D Jaccard and denote Dice distance by D Dice , we have:
By observing these two equations, we will know that Jaccard distance is more sensitive on dissimilarities of two vectors than Dice distance, it will always output a greater distance value than Dice when comparing two vectors, and the disparity get greater while the similarity of two vectors is greater. To substantiate the difference, three example label vectors X, Y and Z with 4-dimensions are observed in Table III:   TABLE III. EXAMPLE 
D. Clustering Files with Dice Distance
Like K-means clustering algorithm, the centroid of clusters are not known before the clustering started when clustering a data stream, so random centroid are designated at the initialization of clustering. And Kmeans algorithms can optimize the centroid with several iterations, and finally get an approximate optimum cluster sets. But clustering the file system operation stream can only have one run, so the iteration and the optimization process have to be taken at the runtime. When clustering the file system operation stream, the centroid of a cluster will be re-calculated every time a vector is inserted in or removed from the cluster. And every time when a centroid is changed, its distance with other centroid will also be re-calculated. If the distance between two centroids is less than a designated threshold radius R th , vectors of the two clusters will be re-clustered until the JOURNAL OF MULTIMEDIA, VOL. 9, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2014 281 distance of the two centroids is greater than R th , or the iteration count limitation is reached. The detailed clustering algorithm is described with the following pseudo codes in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 : Figure 1 . Xlabel_clustering() algorithm for XLABEL system 
IV. EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated the XLABEL system with three real-life dataset, the Zoo dataset, the Mushroom dataset and the Congressional Votes dataset. They were all obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [11] , and briefly introduced here:
The Zoo dataset: It's a simple database with 101 instances of animals, and containing 18 attributes. The first attribute is animal name. Here we use it as the file name. And there is a "type" attribute which divided the dataset into 7 classes. 15 out of the remaining 16 attributes are Boolean-valued, and the last one is a numeric attribute with a set of values {0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8}, which is the number of legs of the animal. Here we use all the 16 attributes except the "animal name" and "type" as the attributes of files, and labels were generated accordingly for each file. The "type" attribute was reserved for evaluating the result of clustering.
The Mushroom dataset: It's a database of mushroom records drawn from the Audubon Society Field Guide to North American Mushrooms (1981). G. H. Lincoff (Pres.), New York: Alfred A. Knopf. And it has 8124 instance of mushrooms with 22 categorical attributes. The dataset was divided into 2 classes for the edibility of mushroom. 4208(51.8%) out of 8124 samples are edible, and 3916(48.2%) are poisonous. This information was used for evaluating the result of clustering. Different from other clustering algorithm, these datasets are not clustered separately, but mixed together to simulate the actual usage of XLABEL in file system. And they were mixed in sequence of the original order as in the dataset and other five pseudo random sequence. This is intended to evaluate whether XLABEL system will successfully cluster data from completely different datasets into different classes, and whether the different initial samples will affect the clustering result dramatically.
A. Experiment Design
The samples of the datasets are fed into XLABEL system one by one for one pass. After all the data is fed, and the clustering completed, the clustering results are read out, and evaluated with the class information of the original datasets. Let's denote the number of clusters by m, the number of all records in a dataset by n, and a i is the number of records with the class dominates cluster i. The accuracy V and corresponding error rate E of the clustering result [12] is defined as in (10):
Different threshold radius R th values are designated for each run of the experiment. And all 6 datasets, including one original order dataset and 5 different pseudo random sequences ordered dataset will be fed into XLABEL system for each R th value. The range of R th value is [0.30, 0.85] with a 0.05 step, so totally 72 runs of the experiment will be done. Besides the accuracy of each run will be recorded, the final number of clusters of each run will also be evaluated. The relationship between R th , number of clusters, and clustering accuracy will be revealed by analyzing these data.
The number of clusters and the accuracy of clustering at the same R th , but with different ordered datasets will also be evaluated to conclude whether the XLABEL system will output a stable clustering result when initial vectors are different.
B. Evaluation Results
The experiment results shows that Zoo dataset, Mushroom dataset and Congressional Votes dataset in the mixed datasets are completely clustered into different classes successfully in all cases. The results are the same as clustering the three datasets separately. Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows the error rate with different R th . Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows the number of clusters with different R th . By observing these figures, we can conclude that the error rate of clustering increases with the increasing of R th , while the number of clusters decreases with the increasing of R th . And our approach of clustering will have a stable output when R th <0.6. Table IV shows the detailed error rate and number of clusters on different R th . With the new labeling system, XLABEL is capable to cluster vectors which are not uniform in dimension. For a balanced performance of number of clusters and error rate, 0.4<R th <0.5 is recommended for practical use.
We found that the performance of our clustering algorithm is similar with the Squeezer algorithm [13] which is also based on Dice measure, as illustrated in Fig.  10 , Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 . Generally, our algorithm is with slightly higher error rate compared with Squeezer algorithm, because our algorithm is designed to cluster a continuous feature vector stream, not a completely prepared dataset. XLABEL algorithm can not perform multiple clustering iteration in whole dataset to optimize the clustering result. But when the number of clusters is very small, we get a better result than Squeezer, especially in the datasets with many categorical attributes. It's also because we are clustering vector stream, so there is a better chance to get a better centroid before it was moved by many other vectors to a mathematical optimized but not practical optimized position. But both our algorithm and Squeezer have a bad performance when cluster numbers is less than 5. So this advantage is actually not practical. As mentioned in Subsection D of Section III, the distance between each newly inserted label vector and centroid of every existing cluster have to be calculated before the label vector can be inserted in any cluster. So the execution time of inserting a label vector will increase when the amount of existing clusters increases. As we discussed above, the R th can be a scaler of clustering accuracy and the final resulting amount of clusters, the greater value of R th , the less amount of clusters. So the R th can also be a scaler of calculation complexity of XLABEL algorithm. Fig. 13 shows that the total execution time decreases when R th increases. The execution time were recorded in a platform with one Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2100 3.1GHz dual core CPU and 2GB DDR3-1600 DRAM running CentOS-5.6 Linux.
V. CONCLUSION
We discussed the subject of clustering files in a file system at the runtime, and proposed a labeling system which can store features of files as labels in Extended File Attributes. A clustering approach based on this labeling system is also introduced and performance evaluation is done on this approach with some wellknown real life datasets. Evaluation results shows that our approach have a stable output when a proper threshold radius is set, and precise clustering of files is achieved at an acceptable cost.
